Iggy Azalea’s Drastic BBMA Look: Did She Get Plastic Surgery On
Chin & Nose?


Whoa, Iggy…is that you?!
The rapper debuted a pretty drastic
new face at the Billboard Music
Awards on May 17, leading many to
speculate that she’d gotten plastic
surgery on her nose and chin. Find out
what experts have to say!
Iggy Azalea, 24, has already
proudly admitted to having breast
implants, but has she had even more
plastic surgery done!? At the Billboard
Music Awards on May 17, Iggy
debuted a much more defined nose and chin, and admitted to “Loving my new look” on Instagram.
HollywoodLife.com spoke with two experts who helped to break down what the rapper may have had done
— get the scoop!
Looking fabulous in a two-piece, blue mini that showed off her amazing abs and long legs, Iggy totally
owned the red carpet at the show — but fans couldn’t help taking notice of her changed facial features. And,
upon comparing photos of the 24-year-old from March and May, experts agree that some work has
definitely been done!

Dr. Lyle Back, Board Certified Philadelphia-area Plastic Surgeon said: “Iggy seems to have had her
eyes done, a forehead/brow lift, Botox injections around the eyebrows, a nose job, wrinkle filler
injections around the mouth, lip enhancement injections, and a chin implant. Iggy is still quite
pretty, but now she looks like someone else — I see Christina Applegate crossed with Kaley Cuoco
crossed with Keanu Reeves. She is barely recognizable as Iggy. That’s not a fancy (nor desirable) a
result to me.”

“It’s obvious that she underwent Rhinoplasty recently, since the nose looks different. It’s shorter, straighter
and the tip is rotated upward and narrower,” Dr. Yoel Shahar, a cosmetic plastic surgeon at Natural Look
Institute in New York City, told HollywoodLife.com. “She also appears to have had a chin implant that
looks pointy and created asymmetric jawlines. A successful outcome!”
Dr. David Cangello also believes that Iggy had a nose job and chin implant. “The tip of her nose looks
much more defined in the May picture, and broader and flatter in the March picture,” he explains. “Her
chin definitely looks more projected, as well. It actually appears to be a bit crooked, which can happen as
the result of misplacement of a chin implant.”

